Abstract. We describe an n-processor, O (log(n) log log(n))-time CRCW algorithm to construct the Voronoi diagram for a set of n point-sites in the plane.
Once all the attachments and ends have been calculated, it is straightforward to complete construction of Vor(S) in O(log(n)) steps.
In this paper we show that it is possible to compute the contour in O(loglog(n)) parallel time, and stitch in constant parallel time. The ideas are derived from Valiant's [27] array-merging algorithm. In place of a data-structure which allows one processor to answer certain queries in serial time O (log(n)), we have one allowing ~ processors to answer such queries in O(1) parallel time. The structure involves what are called beachlines s and fringes [t] . Beachtines (but not fringes) are illustrated in Figure 1 .
Given a set P of sites and a (vertical) line L which has all of P to its left (or right), the "beachline" between P and L is the set of points in the plane equidistant from L and P. It is a union of parabolic segments; the foci of the parabolas are in P and they all have the same directrix L. The beachline "cusps" (where adjacent parabolic segments meet) are the points where it crosses edges of Vor(P). The beachline thus divides Vor(P) into a part nearer P than L and a part further from P than L. The latter part is called the "fringe." It has the structure of a forest of trees; each tree contains exactly one unbounded edge of Vor(P). These trees are essentially binary trees, and the structure of the fringe can be used to build the contour in O(log log(n)) parallel time.
An important advantage of our structure is that not only are the attachments calculated, but also the ends, which allows two of the above steps to be bypassed. This avoids an f2 (log(n)) bottleneck caused by list-ranking [ 13] .
Another feature of our methods is that the structures can have surplus processors allotted. The beachline B is a sorted list, and it would be convenient to store it in sorted order in an array. However, to avoid the need for excessive reorganization between phases of the algorithm, we allow B to be represented in an array A of size O(n)," in which an element from B might be represented by a block of several contiguous entries from A. The array A is then used to assign processors to the elements in B; only those processors assigned to the first copy of an element will be active. By this means we avoid compressing data by parallel prefix, another potential bottleneck [23] .
It appears that the main difficulty in our approach is recursive construction of the beachlines, which would be trivial in the serial case. In [9] the beachlines were all precomputed independently in O0og(n)) parallel steps using fractional cascading [3] . This allowed the algorithm to proceed without difficulty but was processor-inefficient, since the precomputed structures were built using n log(n) processors.
The improved method described here uses n processors to precompute not the beachlines but partial information about the beachlines. Specifically, given a set B of k points in the plane, sorted by y-coordinate, a ruling for B is a set of O(k/log(n)) horizontal lines such that each horizontal strip contains O(log(n)) points in B. We will see how to precompute rulings for the beachlines with n processors. During the algorithm, a linked-list structure for a beachline B can be used to build an array A covering B: A has For any site p its VoronoiceU (with respect to S) is the set of points x in the plane such that Ix -Pl = d(x, S), i.e., the set of points as close or closer to p than to any other site in S.
Let x be a point in the plane. Its clearance circle relative to S is the circle centred at x and of radius d (x, S) . This is the largest circle centred at x whose interior contains no site in S. The Voronoi cell of a site p can be defined as the set of all points whose clearance circle touches p.
The cell owned by p can be expressed as the intersection of n -1 closed half-planes; because, for every other site q, the set of points equidistant from p and q is a straight line, and the set of points as close or closer to p than to q is a closed half-plane bounded by this line. Therefore the cell is a (topologically) closed convex region whose boundary is an open or closed polygon.l~ DEFINITION 2.3. The Voronoi diagram Vor(S) is the union of all these cell boundaries.
Equivalently, the Voronoi diagram consists of every point in the plane whose clearance circle touches two or more sites.
2.4. The Voronoi diagram is a plane graph with n faces, one for each site, and hence it has O(n) edges and vertices. The cells owned by the comers of H(S) are unbounded, and all other cells are bounded. The unbounded edges are infinite rays perpendicular to the sides of H(S) (and collinear with the midpoints of its sides, of course). The vertices are those points in the plane whose clearance circles touch at least three (hence, in view of 2.1, exactly three) sites.
We begin with a simple lemma about Voronoi vertices, It will be used in Lemma 2.20 below. C say, contains all points to the right of V. This is impossible since C is convex with a comer at v.
[] 2.6. Construction of the diagram will be by divide-and-conquer. Initially, the sites are sorted by x-coordinate (which are all distinct, 2.1). The recurrence step involves partitioning S into two equal-size sets P and Q separated by a vertical line L passing between the two median elements.
DEFINITION 2.7. The (P, Q)-contour [25] is the set of points x in the plane such that
d(x, P) = d(x, Q).
(The (P, Q)-contour is an infinite zigzag line, monotonic in the y-direction [25] : see Figure 1 .) Then Vor(S) is the union of the contour together with that part of Vor(P) to its left and of Vor(Q) to its right.
Throughout this paper, S, L, P, and Q play these r61es. Since P and Q play almost identical r61es, any statement involving P applies, suitably altered, to Q.
DEFINITION 2.8. (See Figure 4.) The (P, L)-beachline is the set of points x such that d(x, P) = d(x, L).
LEMMA 2.9.
(i) The (P, L)-beachline is infinite, piecewise parabolic, and monotonic in the ydirection, each segment is contained in a cell of Vor(P), and its cusps (points Common to two adjacent segments) are on the edges of Vor( P ).
Fig. 4 . Vor(P), reference line L, (P, L)-beachline and -fringe. The x-direction is upwards and L is shown horizontal.
(
ii) The beachline crosses each edge of Vor(P) at most twice: hence there are O(n) beachline segments. (iii) The contour lies strictly between the ( P, L )-and (Q, L )-beachlines.
PROOF. (i) For each site p in P, let Rp consist of all points closer to p than L. The boundary of this region is the parabola with focus p and directrix L. The beachline is the boundary of the union of all these regions Rp: hence it is infinite, monotonic in the y-direction, and piecewise parabolic.
If a point x on the beachline is interior to a segment with focus p, then its clearance circle touches p alone and hence x is in the cell for p. If it is on the boundary of two segments, then it is on the edge of Vor(P) separating the two associated foci.
(ii) An edge bounding the cell of the site p can meet the beachline only on the parabola bounding R e , hence it can meet it at most twice.
(iii) If a point x is on the (P, Q)-contour, then its clearance circle touches both P and Q; hence this circle intersects L properly and x lies between the two beachlines.
[] REMARK 2.10. We have assumed that the processors are capable of exact rational arithmetic. The sites, and any vertical separating line L, are assumed, of course, to have rational coordinates. Given two sites p and q, the perpendicular bisector (which contains the Voronoi edge separating them, if it exists) satisfies a rational linear equation: hence the Voronoi vertices have rational coordinates. This does not generally hoid for the beachline cusps. However, it is easy to see that their coordinates satisfy quadratic equations with rational coefficients, hence are of the form a zk ,v/-b where a and b are rational. Comparison between two quantities of this form, which is the only exact arithmetic operation needed, is easily accomplished with a few rational operations. DEFINITION 2.11. The (P, L)-fringe is that part of Vor(P) to the right of the (P, L)-beachline. 11
See Figure 4 . From the above lemma, the contour can meet Vor(P) only in this fringe. We first note that LEMMA 2.12. A fringe edge cannot meet the beachline twice.
PROOF. See Figure 5 . Suppose that f is a fringe edge, on the bisector of two sites p and r; suppose that both its endpoints u and v were on the beachline. These endpoints are equidistant from p, r, and L, and this fixes them uniquely on the bisector between p and r. Then f is (by definition) the edge joining u and v: but points between uand v are to the left of the beachline, hence not on the fringe, a contradiction.
[] It is possible that an edge of Vor(P) could cross the contour twice; if so, the beachline divides it into two fringe edges. That is a consequence of the following lemma.
l) The (Q, L)-fringe lies to the left of the (Q, L)-beachline. PROOE (See Figure 6 .) Choose p ~ P so that X is in the cell of Vor(P) owned by p. We assume that X meets the contour at least once. Let y be the point on X, closest to x, where X meets the contour. Now, x is on the beachline: therefore x is not on the contour, and it is closer to p than to the closest site in Q (Lemma 2.9(iii)).
Let q be a site in Q such that y is equidistant from p and q. Since y is on the perpendicular bisector of the line pq, and x (being closer to p) is not, all points beyond y on X are closer to q than to p. Since they are all in the cell of Vor(P) owned by p, they are closer to the closest site in Q than in P, and are therefore to the right of the contour. Hence no point beyond y is on the contour.
[] LEMMA 2.14. A fringe is a forest of(free) 12 trees. 12 A free tree is a connected undirected graph without cycles; it does not have a distinguished root node. In this paper "graph" has a wider meaning than usual, since edges can be unbounded. See Figure 7 . The open boundary of A, is where As intersects the (P, L)-fringe, 2.16: It is easy to show that for every comer p of the convex hull H(P) of P there exists a circle touching p and L and not touching or containing any other site in P or Q: in other words, each comer of the convex hull owns a beachline segment. The two infinite segments of the beachline belong to the parabola whose focus is the leftrnost site in P (necessarily a comer of H(P)).
Consider one of the infinite edges of Vor(P). It lies along the perpendicular bisector B of two sites p, p' which are comers of H(P). As a point z moves along B away from H(P), the circle with centre z passing through p and pt increases in size; when z is sufficiently distant then that circle contains no other sites in P and intersects L (since the line ppr is not vertical by assumption 2.1). This implies that z is on the (P, L)-fringe.
In other words (see Figure 8 ), LEMMA 2.17. Every unbounded edge of Vor( P ) intersects the (P, L )-fringe, and the intersection is unbounded.
I3 A Jordan curve is a curve in the plane topologically equivalent to a circle. The Jordan Curve theorem [ 16] , [21 ] says that such a curve has a definite "inside" and "outside." 14 "Open boundary" is a nonstandard term, used only in this paper. PROOF. Consider a point moving along bAs, beginning at the lower endpoint of s. The moving point either goes to infinity, along an unbounded fringe edge, or returns to the beachline at the upper endpoint of s. In the first case As is unbounded. In the second case bAs is bounded.
Thus if s is bounded (has two endpoints), but is not a separating segment, then its endpoints are connected along bAs. If s is a separating segment, then its endpoints are not connected along bAs, its lower endpoint is connected to an unbounded edge, and its upper endpoint is (by similar reasoning) connected to a different unbounded edge. [3 LEMMA 2.20 . Each tree in the ( P , L )-fringe contains exactly one unbounded edge from Vor(e).
PROOF. Let T be a tree in the (P, L)-fringe. Let h be the highest beachline cusp on T. The segment s whose lower endpoint is h cannot be a bounded nonseparating segment, since otherwise, by Lemma 2.19, its upper endpoint would also be in T. Therefore h is # connected to an unbounded edge along bAs. Therefore T contains at least one unbounded edge.
Next we show that every tree meets at most one unbounded edge; equivalently, there is no path within the (P, L)-fringe joining two unbounded edges.
Consider any simple path F! in Vor(P) joining two infinite edges of Vor(P). Let R be a large rectangular region containing all sites in P and all vertices in Vor(P), so only the unbounded edges of the diagram intersect the boundary OR, and both L and the infinite Figure 9 .
Let x be a point on 17, not a vertex, so there are exactly two Voronoi cells incident to x, owned, say, by p and q, respectively. These sites are both inside R, and the line-segments px and qx are entirely within these respective cells, meeting 1-I only at x, so one of them is in A and the other is in B. This implies that both A and B contain sites from P.
Clearly, the outside of R is partitioned by 17 into two connected regions, so we can say that 17 divides the whole plane into two connected regions, still denoted A and B. We shall label A and B so that B contains a site p such that the horizontal ray extending leftwards from p intersects 17 at a point x. Since the beachline must pass to the right of p, it will follow that x is not on the fringe, and the proof will be complete (the infinite edges belonging to different fringe trees).
If 17 extends infinitely in both vertical directions, then let B be the region "to the right of" 17. Then 17 passes to the left of all sites in B, and no more need be said. Otherwise, 17 is bounded below, say, and unbounded above (by assumption 2.1, the infinite edges cannot be horizontal). Let B then be the region "above" FI. Then for every horizontal line e, B N s is bounded. Let p be a site in B, and let e be the horizontal line through p. Let x be the leftmost point of B n s then x is on 1"I and to the left of p.
[] 2.21. Let T be a free tree--a connected acyclicgraph--in the (P, L)-fringe. Let E be its unique unbounded edge, with r its endpoint. Orient all edges of T by orienting E away from r and orienting all other edges towards r (i.e., any edge e is connected to r by a unique path in T: if e 5~ E, then it is oriented towards r along this path). Regarding these edge orientations as from child to parent, T (or, more properly, T\E) is now given the structure of a binary tree: the leaves of T are the cusps where T meets the beachline. Every internal node v of T has two incoming edges and one outgoing edge. Let e3 be the outgoing edge. Then e3 is oriented towards the parent of v (unless v = r). Let C1 be the cell of Vor(P) to the left of e3, and let C2 be the other cell; the other two edges meeting at v are on the boundary of these cells; let el be the edge on the boundary of Cl; similarly, e2. Then the child node on el (resp. e2) is defined as the left (resp. right) child of v. See Figure 10 . PROOF. Let u be a node inside J. The path from u to infinity in the fringe must cross J, at some point not on the beachline; the only such point is x, and the path must therefore pass through V, so u is a descendant of v. If u is a node of the fringe not inside J, then the path from u to infinity cannot cross J, since if it entered J it would have to leave it at a different point, but it can only cross J at x. Therefore u is .not a descendant of v. This proves (i).
(ii) Let y be a point beyond x on e, so the line-segment xy is oriented towards the infinite part of T. Travel around the Jordan curve J, beginning at x~: from xl to x to x2 and along the beachline back to xt. At x, y is to the left of this path. If x2 were above xi, then this tour would be anticlockwise, with the interior of J on the left. In this case, y would be inside J. However, in this case a path from y to infinity in T would be forced to leave J, and therefore cross x, which is impossible.
[ PROOF. From Lemma 2.22(i), and following the notation of that lemma, the leaf descendants are between xl and x2 on the beachline; hence they form a contiguous interval. The leftmost leaf descendant is the closest cusp to Xl in J: hence it is the highest cusp. Similarly, the rightmost cusp is the lowest.
[] Consider a segment s of the beachline between these two cusps. It is a bounded nonseparating segment (Definition 2.18): let u and w be its upper and lower endpoints. Recall (Lemma 2.19) that bAs connects u to w in T. Now for any tree T a path joining two (adjacent) leaves u and w can be separated into two branches leading from the leaves to their lowest common ancestor v. In the present case, the branch from u to v (clockwise along bAs) leads to a left child of v along a rightmost branch, and the branch from w to v (anticlockwise along bAs) leads to a right child of v along a leflmost branch. See Figure 12 . This implies that u and w are the inorder predecessor and successor, respectively, of v: PROOF. For clarity, assume x is on the contour. By Lemma 2.13, the line-segments XlX and xzx meet the contour only at x, so the Jordan curve J meets the contour only at x. However, the beachline is to the left of the contour; hence so is J; hence so is v and all its descendants.
[] Both the contour and the beachline are monotonic in the y-direction. The order of edges (resp. segments) is not necessarily the same as the vertical order of the sites owning them. However, there is a way to match contour edges with some beachline segments so that vertical orders correspond. We call an edge which meets the contour an attachment,
In the following lemma we speak of beachline "features." This means "segments or cusps." If e is a fringe edge, its "child" endpoint v is either a beachline cusp, or comes between two adjacent beachline cusps u and w in inorder (Lemma 2.25). In the first case we consider the beachline cusp to "own" v and in the second case we consider the beachline segment between u and w to "own" v. Figure 13 . The paths from a to b on bAs and on the contour would form between them a simple cycle of edges in Vor(S), a Jordan curve, containing sites from S and lying between the (P, L)-beachline and the (P, Q) contour. Hence these sites are from P and are to the right of the beachline, which is impossible.
(ii) Let a and b be two points on the contour, where edges el and e2 respectively of the (P, L)-fringe meet the contour, with a above b and no other such point in between. Then the edges (truncated to a and b, respectively) and the contour interval between them are all on the boundary of the same cell, C, of Vor(S). there is an unbounded edge on the (P, L)-fringe. 15 The (P, L)-fringe is a disjoint union of free trees; every such tree contains a unique unbounded edge. These trees can be orientednaturally as binary trees, with the leaves on the beachline: with this orientation, the leftmost descendant of a node is the highest 16 on the beachline. Since the fringe has quite a regular structure, it partitions the plane into regions which are well organized for planar point-location queries; this organization is discussed in detail in Section 4, leading to efficient calculation of the contour in Section 5.
3, Parallel Operations on Arrays. This section collects some standard techniques of parallel computation. Most of them are of the 4~ff divide-and-conquer style, leading to various O(log log(n)) parallel time algorithms.
3.1. We begin with a review of Valiant's CREW procedure to merge two sorted arrays A and B of sizes n and m respectively into another array C of size n + m. We assume there is a processor attached to each entry in A and B. (Compare with 5.6.) Let J be the ith block of A, and let I be the corresponding interval mi .. "mi+l --1 of B. If J is short, then ]JI > III and the index i can be written into I by the processors in J. If J is long, the processors in J first write the index i to the leftmost and rightmost blocks of B intersecting I. Then the processors in I complete the calculation; for the only entries in I for which i i s not yet calculated are those belonging to complete blocks contained in I, and they can copy i from their block leaders. This finishes the second step. For a complete description, which does not assume log log(n) is an integer, and which achieves optimal speedup (n/log log(n) processors), see [ 18] .
3.3. The following "broadcasting" problem occurs in the Voronoi diagram algorithm. Suppose that A is an array of bits with one processor attached to each array entry. Suppose that each 1-bit is intended to mark the beginning of a subinterval of the array, so we call the 1-bits the "interval leaders." The problem is to inform all the other processors of the nearest interval leaders, i.e., for each i, the maximum j < i which carries a 1-bit.
An obvious way is to use parallel prefix. This would be a bottleneck in our algorithm [23] . When the interval leaders are linked together, however, it is possible to do this in O (log log(n)) time, as shown below. PROOE Without loss of generality n is a power of 2; let n = 2 g'+~2 where kl < k2 _< kl q-1. Consider A partitioned into 2 k' blocks of size 2 k2.
We have the "marked" processors, the interval leaders, and we have the processors at the beginning of each block, the block leaders. Each interval leader ascertains if there are any block leaders in its interval. If so, it informs the leftmost such block leader. All the processors in this block can consult the block leader, and then the interval leader, to ascertain the range of block leaders in the interval, and hence to inform them all (there are enough processors to do this).
Having done this, all processors in the same interval as their block leader or the leader of the next block can identify themselves by consulting the block leader. The only processors which remain in doubt are those in intervals which do not contain a block leader, and these can be informed by a recursive application of the same method within the blocks.
In summary: there are about log log(n) rounds. In the ith round, B is partitioned into 2 2` blocks of equal size. For each one of these blocks, if it is entirely contained in an interval of the partition, then the identity of the interval leader is written into each block entry. If a block does not fit into an interval of the partition in the ith round, then it is untouched during that round.
[] Lemma 3.4 addresses the so-called forward chaining problem [6] , in the special case where there are pointer-links between the marked elements. Actually, the same effect can be achieved by a subtle variation of the methods in the above two lemmas, on a CRCW machine, without assuming such links. We state the result (it is used in Sections 7 and 8):
PROPOSITION 3.5 [6] .
IfA is an array ofprocessors, some of them marked, in a CRCW machine, then in time 0 (log log(n)) the processors can attach to each array entry A [j ] indices i and k to the closest marked entries (if they exist) left and right of j.
We also use the principal result from [6] in Section 8: PROPOSITION 3.6. Let K be an array of k < n integers between 1 and n. Then K can be stably sorted in O(log(n) log log(n)) time using k/log(n) processors ( CRCW).
PROOF. Theorem 1 of [6] provides for sorting K stably in time t(k, n) -=-O(log(k)/
log log(k)+log log(n)) with a time-processor product of O(k log log(n)). Usingk/log(n) processors, the time would be O(log(n) log log(n)), which is greater than t(k, n), so the time is achievable.
[] 3.7. For completeness we include two other techniques: list-ranking and parallel prefix. These are applied in Sections 7 and 8. The techniques described here are inefficient in terms of processor allocation, but they are sufficient for our purposes. Given a linked list F, the rank of a node in F is its distance from the last node in the list. Let k = IFI. If processors are assigned to every node in the list, this rank can be calculated in time O(log(k)) as follows: there are about log2(k ) phases; in the (r § 1)st phase all nodes of rank less than 2 r know their rank, and the other nodes know the node at distance 2 r ahead of them in the list. A typical node p with a node q at distance 2 r R. Cole, M. I". Goodrich, and C. (3 Dt~nlaing ahead on the list calculates the node at distance 2 r+l by pointer jumping, and, if this does not exist, stores its rank as 2 r + d where d is the rank of q.
This (exclusive write) algorithm will be sufficient for our purposes; O(log(k)) is optimal for exclusive-write machines, as can be shown by a reduction from parity [13] .
Parallel prefix is the recognized method of solving the following problem: given a list xl ..... xk of numbers stored in an array, compute all partial sums Y~ xi. It can be solved with k/log(k) processors (CREW), essentially by covering the array with a balanced tree structure and calculating partial sums of subintervals covered by nodes of the tree [19] . The runtime of log(k) achieved is more or less optimal [23] .
4. Point Location Using the (P, L)-Fringe. From Section 2 we have a fairly complete picture of the (P, L)-fringe: it is a forest of free trees, exactly one tree for each unbounded edge of Vor(P); the leaves of each tree form a contiguous interval of cusps along the (P, L)-beachline, and it has essentially the structure of a binary tree in which the leaf descendants of any node likewise forms a contiguous interval along the beachline, with the "leftmost" above the "rightmost" with respect to y-coordinates. Throughout this section, n will be the number of sites in P. The beachline, fringe, etc., and the arrays covering these structures, all have size O (n). It is convenient to speak as if n is the number of entries in an array covering the (P, L)-beachline.
4.1. We address the following location problem: given a point q in the plane, to decide whether it lies to the fight of the (P, L)-beachline, and, if so, to return the cell of Vor(P) containing q--that is, to return the site in P closest to q.
The aim, realized in Section 5, is to use search structures on the (P, L)-and (Q, L)-fringes to calculate the (P, Q)-contour vertices. We use methods analogous to parallel merging (3.1). Valiant's parallel algorithm to merge sorted arrays A and B is based on the observation that any item x can be located in the array A in two steps using x/~ processors. Analogously, we describe a "skeleton tree" for the (P, L)-fringe which enables any point x to be located in the fringe region containing x using x/~ processors. The skeleton tree will have size ~ and each node of the tree will be assigned a plane region intersecting O(C-~) regions of the (P, L)-fringe.
Since the individual trees in the fringe correspond to sides of the convex hull
H(P), it is useful to have a description of this set (i.e., an array containing its corners in cyclic order) available during the algorithm. Fortunately it is not difficult to construct H(S) from H(P) and H(Q) with n processors: it is necessary to calculate the two outer tangents common to H(P) and H(Q), and this can be done in constant parallel time using ,f~ divide-and-conquer [28] , [4] , [22] . Thus we have all relevant convex hulls constructed during the algorithm.
4.3.
The fringe is laid out as a sequence of binary trees. To provide a uniform searchstructure, it is convenient to embed the structure in a single full binary tree T. The structure of T will itself be mapped onto the beachline.
Let TI ..... Tk be the sequence of fringe trees, with root nodes (meeting the infinite edges) rl,. 9 rk. Let sl .... , sk-1 be the sequence of beachline segments whose bounding cusps are on different trees (Sl separates T1 from T2 and so on; we ignore the two unbounded segments owned by the leftmost site in H(P)). These segments si are the separating segments (Definition 2.18). For the purpose of searching the beachline, it is useful to have sample points available on the separatiiag segments. Such points can be calculated easily from H(P); for definiteness, we fix the following method of calculating separating points: given a site p which is a corner of H (P) but not the leftmost corner, let q be the corner next to p in anticlockwise order, and let f be the centre of the circle tangent to L and tangent to the side pq at p. Then f is on the separating segment associated with p, and the infinite ray extending outwards from f, in the direction p f, is entirely within the (P, L)-fringe, and entirely within p's cell in Vor(P). (See Figure 16 .) It is convenient to fix and record descriptions of these rays and call them separating rays. There is one separating ray for each corner of H (P) except the leftmost.
One associates nodes n i corresponding to the k -1 separating segments sl ..... sk-1; these are not associated with any vertex of the fringe, but, formally, the left child of ni is r i and its right child is ni+l (except for nk-1 whose right child is rk).
This defines a structure T which is a single full binary tree. The leaves of T correspond to the beachline cusps; the internal nodes correspond to the bounded beachline segments. The beachline segments (excluding the two unbounded segments) each "own" a unique internal node of T, namely, the least common ancestor (LCA) in T of its two bounding cusps. If s is a separating segment (2.18), then this LCA is an artificial node n i introduced above. If s is a bounded nonseparating segment, then this LCA corresponds to a (P, L)-fringe vertex, using the natural binary-tree structure on the fringe (2.21). Sufficient information about the (P, L)-fringe to define the structure of T will be stored in an array A covering the (P, L)-beachline (4.7). Otherwise, u and w are the highest and lowest cusps respectively meeting two fringe trees T/and Tj. If u is not the highest beachline cusp, then let the tube be bounded above by the separating ray directly above u (4.3), extended leftwards from where it meets the beachline by an infinite horizontal ray. If u is the highest cusp, then the tube is unbounded above. Similarly, the tube is bounded below by two infinite rays unless w is the lowest cusp in which case the region is unbounded below.
All tubes are closed, that is, they include their polygonal boundaries.
4.6. We assume there is an array A covering the (P, L)-beachline. Recall from the Introduction that this means that each array entry A[i] contains, or points to, a data record R(f) associated with one of the features f (a cusp or segment) of the beachline, and that all beachline features are thus accessed in vertically descending order in A, possibly with duplicate entries. We allow for duplicates to avoid a data-compression step between phases of the algorithm. In general, the number of processors available will be a fixed fraction of the size of A. For simplicity, we assume that there are sufficiently many processors available to attach to all the elements of A. 9 Let e denote the edge of Vor(P) crossing the beachline at the cusp: a pointer to a record for e is stored with f. This is needed when combining Vor(P) with Vor(Q) (Section 6).
Otherwise,,it is a segment. The two unbounded segments contribute little information. If the feature is a bounded segment s, let u and w be the bounding cusps, and let v be 9 The site p owning it, the coordinates of v if s is not a separating segment (2.18); if it is, a description of the separating ray. (If s is a separating segment, then the site p is a comer of the convex hull H(P), and the index i of the leftmost entry in A covering s will be associated with p in the description of H(P).) 9 Indices to the (leftmost) records covering the leftmost and rightmost cusp descendants of v, from which the tube owned by s is easily determined. PROOF. We assume one processor per entry in A. Since the range of leaf descendants is given with each node, it is trivial to test whether one node is an ancestor of another. Given a node u, letx be the inorder predecessor of its leftmost descendant, and let y be the inorder successor of its rightmost descendant. If x does not exist or is an ancestor of y, then u is a left child with parent y, otherwise u is a right child with parent x, See Figure 18 . Thus with one processor assigned to each entry of A it can be decided quickly of every node whether it is a left or right child and which node is its parent. Then the parent-child pointer can be installed in the parent's record. Since the tube associated with each node can be easily constructed, the T-pocket can then be determined.
[] 4.10. A pocket has at most twelve edges, including its infinite horizontal edges, it meets at most three cells of Vor(P) to the right of the beachline, and hence it meets at most three beachline segments. Hence, given a query point x, a single processor can decide easily whether x is in the pocket, and if so, whether x is to the right of the beachline, and if so, which cell of Vor(P) contains x. Assigning processors to all the entries in A, it is therefore easy to determine whether x is to the right of the (P, L)-beachline, and if so, which site in P is closest. whose nodes are nodes of T and which have the same ancestor relation as T. Let k be a proper divisor of n (for convenience we assume that n is a power of 2 (2.1)).
A k-sample of T is the subsequence of leaves obtained by taking every kth element A [i] indexing a feature f, and choosing either f if it is a cusp or its lower cusp if it is a segment. We call the leaves thus sampled the marked leaves of T. 19 The marked leaves form a subsequence such that between any two leaves in the sequence (in inorder) there are O (k) nodes of T. The span of an internal node v is its set of marked leaf descendants:
this is easily calculated from the indexes i and j of the leftmost and rightmost entries in A covering the descendants of v.
An internal node v is a splitting node if its two children both have nonempty span. It is a bottom node if it is but none of its descendants is a splitting node. Notice that every bottom node has exactly two marked descendants. See Figure 19 . There is a binary tree T ~ whose nodes are the splitting nodes of T, and whose leaves are the bottom nodes of T. The parent of a node in T' is its closest splitting-node ancestor in T. A splitting node which is not a bottom node can have one or two children in T'.
If v is a splitting node, its T'-pocket is defined as Rv\(R, U Rw) where u and w are its children in T', or Rv\Ru if v has just one child u in T'; if v is a bottom node, its T' pocket is simply th e tube Rv. The highest splitting node r' in T'--which need not be the root of T--is the root of T': the complement of Rr' defines one other kind of pocket, the enclosing pocket. PROOF. (i) We show that it is a binary tree in the sense that every node in T' has at most two children in T'. The notion of "left" and "right" child is irrelevant where a node has just one child; otherwise, the children are independent nodes of T, and it is natural to order them the same way in T'. Suppose that v has two different children u and w in T'. Then v is their closest ancestor in T which is a splitting node, so they are independent and v is their lowest common ancestor (LCA). It follows readily that v has no other children in T': If x were another splitting-node descendant of v, then say without loss of generality that both w and x were descendants of the right child of v in T: then their LCA y would also be a descendant of the fight child, so it would differ from v, and hence x could not be independent of w (y is not splitting), so x would be a descendant of w.
Since every bottom node has two marked descendants in T, there are at most ~./2k bottom nodes, where ~ < n is the number of beachline cusps. If T' were a full binary tree it would follow that it had fewer than n/k nodes. However, it might not be. Consider the full binary tree T" obtained from T' as follows: if v is a splitting node, not a bottom node, with just one child u in T', then one of its children in T, say w, has exactly one marked descendant, and u is descended from the other child. Add w as a leaf of T 't, so u and w are siblings in T I'. Then in T I/every leaf has at least one marked descendant, so T" has at most n/k leaves, and T" is a full binary tree, so it, andtherefore T', has at most 2n/k nodes.
(ii) Let v be a splitting node. If it has two children u and w in T', then let T 'I be the subtree of T at v, with the subtrees at u and w deleted. Then the leaves of T" come in three intervals along the beachline, each containing no marked cusp, so it has at most 3k -3 leaves, and hence, since it is (nearly) a complete binary tree, fewer than 6k nodes altogether. However, these are all the nodes in the T'-pocket at v.
If v has just one child u in T', let T" be the subtree of T at v with the subtree at u deleted. Then T" is (nearly) a complete binary tree, and its leaves are among two intervals of beachline cusps. These cusps contain exactly one marked cusp, so there are again at most 6k nodes in T", hence in the pocket at v.
If v has no children in T', then it is a bottom node, and its leaf cusps form an interval containing exactly two marked cusps, and again the pocket at v, which equals the tube at v, contains at most 6k nodes of T.
Finally, if v is the highest splitting node, let T" be T with the subtree at v deleted:
then T" is (nearly) a complete binary tree whose leaves form two intervals along the beachline and which has no marked leaf descendants, so it has at most 4k nodes. These are all the nodes of T in the enclosing pocket.
(iii) Let Ii and 12 be two adjacent marked leaves of T. This means that the range of 20 Or n~, whichever is an integer.
entries of A covering either 12 (resp./2) or else its inorder predecessor contains an index r (resp. r + k), where r -=-= 1 modulo k, and II and 12 are distinct. Their LCA v in T must be a splitting node, since both its children possess marked descendants. Furthermore, if v is a splitting node, then taking as 11 the rightmost marked leaf descendant of its left child, and as 12 the leftmost marked leaf descendant of its fight child, these are contiguous marked leaves and v is their LCA. Thus the splitting nodes are exactly the LCAs of adjacent marked leaves.
Suppose that r--. s -1 is an interval of length k where r = s -1 modulo k. There are leaves Ii and 12, possibly the same leaf, which are marked because r (resp. s) is in the interval covering them or covering the segment above them. If these are distinct, then they are adjacent marked beachline leaves, and the processors allocated to the interval can detect this, and since the LCA lies between these marked leaves in inorder, one of the processors can identify it and attach the information to the array entry covering l~.
Note that if 11 is a marked leaf (not the last), then a single processor can access the nearest marked leaf/2 following it: it calculates the largest r = 1 (modulo k) in the range covering 11, and accesses 12 by inspecting Air + k].
If u and v are the LCAs of adjacent pairs 11,12 and 12, 13 of marked leaves, then either u is an ancestor of v in T, and v is its right child in T', or u is the left child of v in T'. This concludes (iii).
(iv) Each splitting node v is associated with a pair of adjacent marked leaves, hence with a block of at least k processors. Since its pocket contains O(k) nodes, forming at most three intervals of contiguous nodes of T (in inorder), the nodes in v's pocket can be labelled (with the index of the leftmost entry in A covering the segment whose inner vertex is v) in bounded parallel time.
Each bottom node is associated with a unique pair of adjacent marked leaves, so it is easy to assign a block of k processors to label the interval of nodes in its pocket.
(v) Given the query point q, the processors are first distributed over the nodes of T ~, and q is located to the correct pocket of Tq The processors are then distributed to the nodes within the pocket, and q located in the correct pocket of T.
[] 5. Constructing the (P, Q)-Contour by Progressive Refinement. We have seen that the fringe can be separated into pockets so that planar point location can be executed in constant time using ~fff processors. Here we discuss the progressive subdivisions of the fringe obtained by sampling at progressively smaller intervals, By iterating the process log log(n) times all the contour vertices are constructed, Here n is the number of sites in P tA Q; the arrays covering the beachlines have size O(n); for clarity we assume they have size n.
5.1. The interval lengths involved will progress through the sequence k0, kl .... where k0 = n (assumed a power of 2), and, for each i, ki+l is either ~/or~, whichever is an integer, until the value 1 is reached. Thus there are about log log(n) refinement steps. [] Any pocket has from two to six edges to the right of the beachline. Since the contour is to the right of the beachline, it cannot cross the other pocket edges. Hence the boundary of each pocket meets the contour at most six times and therefore the pocket meets the contour in at most three connected intervals which we call contour fragments.
The data-structure described in the previous section can be used to calculate the points where pocket edges cross the contour, but first the pocket edges which cross the Contour are identified. In view of Lemma 5.2, for bounded edges it is enough to establish that their endpoints are on opposite sides of the contour. For the unbounded edges (the separating rays, 2.18), with only one endpoint, the following method is used. PROOF. Let e be the side of H(P) perpendicular to R; then R crosses the contour if and only ife is not an edge of H(P U Q), which can be assumed to be already constructed The problem reduces to using Vrff processors to compute for a (possibly unbounded) line-segment X, known to cross the contour, and entirely contained in the cell of a site q in Vor(Q), the point c where it crosses the contour.
Assigning the processors to the (P, L)-fringe, the intervals of intersection (at most three) of X with each pocket are determined. Either X is unbounded and the last, unbounded, interval begins closer to q than P, or there is an interval with one end closer to q and the other to P--this is the interval containing c. It can then be computed by reassigning the processors to the fringe edges within the pocket and determining in the same way the cell of Vor(P) containing c, and hence calculating c.
Thus the endpoints of all the contour fragments on the (Q, L)-fringe are determined. Similarly for the (P, L)-fringe.
[]
We now consider the process of refining the samplings to compute ultimately all the contour vertices. Consider a refinement step. We have had (implicitly) a skeleton tree T' obtained by sampling every kith element of A. At the next level of refinement there is a skeleton tree T" where every ki+l th entry in A is sampled. Recall that the pockets are defined in terms of the "tubes" Ru associated with the nodes of the various skeleton trees. These tubes are fixed in relation to the original fringe tree T and have nothing to do with the samplings. (iii) Given any nodes x, y of T, x is a descendant ofy if and only if Rx c_ Ry. The root node of T' is a descendant of that of T", hence the enclosing pocket for T' contains that for T". Let v" be a node of T", and let K denote the T"-pocket at v", not the enclosing pocket if v" is the root of T". If no node in T' is an ancestor of v" (including v"), then the root node of T' is a proper descendant of v", hence a descendant of one of its (one or two) children in T": hence K is contained in the enclosing pocket for T'. If v" has some ancestor in T', let v' be the lowest such ancestor. Let u' be a child of v' in T': u' need not exist, but if it does, then it cannot be an ancestor of v" in T' (being lower than v'). If u' and v" are independent, then R~,, N R,, = 0, so K n R,, = 0. If u' and v" are not independent, then u' is a proper descendant of v" in T", so the tube R,, is contained in the tube at some child of v" in T", and once again K N Ru, = 13. Since K c_ Rv, and K is disjoint from the tube at any child of v' in T', K is contained in the T'-pocket at v'.
[] 5.6. Let R be a pocket of the (P, L)-fringe at a fixed level in the refinement process. We want to compute where the contour intersects all the subpocket boundaries within R, where the subpockets are those of T". Note that the structure of T" can be built in bounded time, and for any node of T" the enclosing pocket in T' has been precomputed (Lemma 4.12).
There are O (ki) processors available to carry out this task for R. One deals separately with each of the (at most three) fragments, intervals of the contour intersecting R. The fragments can be assumed to be stored with the record for v, where v is the node of the (P; L)-fringe owning the pocket. The points where the contour crosses the pocket are stored sorted by y-coordinate. Because the contour is monotonic in the y-direction, the highest pair of endpoints, if they exist, define the highest fragment, the next pair define the middle fragment, and the lowest pair define the lowest fragment. The corresponding pockets (at the same refinement level) of the (Q, L)-fringe containing these endpoints can also be assumed stored with the endpoints, since locating the endpoints involved locating these pockets.
Call a fragment short if there is a Q-fragment which contains it--in particular, all of the fragment is in the same pocket, call it R', of the (Q, L)-fringe. Otherwise it is long (compare with Definition 3.2). By referring to the pockets of the (Q, L)-fringe containing the fragment endpoints, it is easy to locate the Q-fragments containing them, and hence determine whether a fragment in R is short or long.
Let F be a short fragment in R; let R' be the corresponding pocket of the (Q, L)-fringe containing F. R and R' each contain O (ki+l) subpockets each containing O (ki+i) vertices in its respective fringe. The points where F crosses subpocket boundaries in R and R' can be calculated in O(1) time using the ki processors assigned to R. So, in bounded time, for each short fragment F relative to the subdivision T', the points where F crosses subpocket boundaries in the (P, L)-and (Q, L)-fringes can be calculated.
Interchanging the rSles of P and Q, subpocket crossing points can be calculated for all short fragments in the (Q, L)-fringe.
Let F be a long fragment in R. Its two endpoints are located in fragments F' and F", say, of the (Q, L)-fringe. The processors assigned to R can compute the correct subdivision of F N F' and F N F" in O (1) parallel time. Repeating this for all (up to three) long fragments in R, the subdivision is completed, because any subpocket crossing point on F is either in F' or in F" or in a short fragment relative to the (Q, L)-beachline.
Thus the procedure can be iterated with bounded time per iteration, at the last iteration the pockets contain a bounded number of fringe edges, and we conclude THEOREM 5.7.
Given arrays covering the (P, L )-and (Q, L )-fringes, the (P, Q)-contour vertices can be located in O(loglogn) parallel steps using n processors (CREW).

5.8.
Once a point where a fringe edge meets the contour has been calculated, information about the vertex can be stored with the fringe. Suppose that e is an edge of the (P, L)-fringe; let u be e's starting vertex; suppose that it is associated with fringe feature f. If u is a cusp, then f = u; otherwise u is the inner vertex associated with f. Let a be the point where e crosses the contour.
Then the following can be stored with f: the coordinates of a, and an index to the (Q, L)-fringe segment whose region contains a. Let Sl and s2 be the segments directly above and below the leftmost and rightmost descendant of u in the (P, L)-fringe; then a is the lowest point where As~ meets the contour and the highest where As2 meets the contour; so this information (i.e., an index to f) can be associated with Sl and s2 in the (P, L)-fringe. In other words, LEMMA 5.9.
Edges of the ( P, L )-fringe which meet the contour can be pointer linked.
Since the corresponding fringe features follow the same sorted order as the corresponding contour vertices (Lemma 2.27(ii)), we can use broadcasting (Lemma 3.4) to cover the sorted sequence: S = P U Q, we describe the representation of Vor(S), and show how to construct it from Vor(P) and Vor(Q), once the (P, Q)-contour has been constructed. This turns out to be easy. We ignore the trivial cases in which P or Q have fewer than three sites; therefore Vor(P) and Vor(Q) each have at least one vertex.
6.1. The diagram Vor(S) is to be represented as a plane graph, organized as follows [17] : there are records for every site and vertex, and for each vertex there are three edge records. In this scheme, bounded edges are represented twice, and unbounded edges once, as directed edges.
Each vertex record contains the vertex coordinates. Suppose that a directed edge is oriented away from a vertex u: then we call u its "in-vertex?' If the edge is bounded then we call its other end its "out-vertex."
Let e be an edge with in-vertex u. The edge record contains pointers to Pl and P2, where Pi is the site on its left and P2 the site on its right. 6.2. It is convenient to associate every Voronoi vertex with one of the adjacent sites, canonically, as follows.
Consider a Voronoi vertex v. Since none of the sites adjacent to v are covertical (2.1), none of the edges incident to v are horizontal; and either two edges extend downwards and one upwards or vice versa (Lemma 2.5). Therefore v is the highest or lowest point in one of the adjacent cells. It follows that there are at most 21P [ Voronoi vertices. 21 This gives a simple way to allocate space for Vor(P): to each site let there be associated two vertex records, one for the highest vertex in its cell (if the cell is bounded above), and one for the lowest (if bounded below). With each site let there be space allocated for six edge records (three for each vertex). Since the vertices and edges are stored together it is unnecessary to include pointer linkages from vertex u to the edges with in-vertex u, and so on.
6.3. In order to calculate the diagram, recall (4.7) that we assumed one more link between the beachline and the corresponding Voronoi diagram: to each cusp of the beachline is attached a pointer to an edge record. Specifically, ifc is a cusp incident to an (oriented) fringe edge e, then there is a link from c to the record for the Voronoi edge e' containing e and oriented the same way as e. (If e is unbounded, then there is only one corresponding edge e', but it is oriented the same way as e: away from the beachline.) See Figure 20 .
21 If the sites are in general position, then there are 21PI -k -2 Voronoi vertices, where k is the number of comers of the convex hull H (P).
THEOREM 6.4. Let A and B be arrays covering the (P, L)-and (Q, L)-fringes. Assuming the extra linkages from cusps to edges (6.3) have been stored with the ( P, L )-and (Q, L )-fringes, and the ( P, Q)-contour vertices have been located and stored in their respective fringes (5.8), then the graph structure for Vor(S) can be built in bounded parallel time.
PROOE (This realizes the idea of"stitching" along the contour.) Processors attached to the two beachlines combine the structures of Vor(P) and Vor(Q), allocating new contour edges and vertices, and discarding ~-edundant parts of the diagrams as follows.
By Lemma 5.10 we can assume that the contour is sorted, so for every contour vertex its two adjacent vertices (if they exist) can be accessed. First, records are created in parallel for all contour vertices (they are stored in site records (6.2)).
Let v be a contour vertex stored in A or B; without loss of generality, two of the adjacent sites are from P and the other from Q. This means that v is where an edge a of the (P, L)-fringe meets the contour (we call a a "contour attachment"). Let e be the (directed) edge of Vor(P) containing a; let z be its in-vertex. If a meets the (P, L)-beachline, then e is associated with the cusp where it meets the beachline; otherwise, e is associated with the inner fringe vertex representing z.
A single processor can initialize records for the three new edges with in-vertex v (they are stored with the same site as v is), installing the sites adjacent to each of these edges. Two of these edges are along the contour, the third is opposite to e in direction.
For all contour "attachments" a in parallel, access the edge e containing a in Vor(P) (or Vor(Q)), mark its old inverse (if it exists) "deleted" and calculate its new inverse as the edge (v, z), where z is the in-vertex for e and v is the vertex where a crosses the contour.
Again access all these attachments in parallel; following the same notation, if e is not marked "deleted," install (v, z) as its inverse and make e the inverse for (v, z). Otherwise e and its inverse both cross the contour twice, at vertices v and v f, say; the records for (v, v') and (v r, v) are made mutually inverse. This finishes calculation of the inverses for all noncontour edges meeting the contour. For the contour edges the calculation is trivial, since the contour vertices are sorted vertically.
The structure of Vor(S) consists of the Voronoi vertices and edges not marked "deleted," together with the linkages described above; these vertices and edges are stored in the site records for S.
Building the (P U Q, M)-Fringe. In Section 5 we used the (P, L)-and (Q, L)-
fringes to construct the (P, Q)-contour. To allow S = P U Q to adopt the role of P or Q at a higher level of recursion, we need to compute the (S, K)-and (S, M)-fringes, where K and M are vertical lines to the left and right of S = P U Q. In this section we show how to construct an array G covering the (S, M)-fringe; an array coverirxg the (S, K)-fringe is constructed symmetrically.
Recall what information is needed in the array G (4,7):
9 If f is a segment, the site p owning it is stored in G[i]. 9 If f is a cusp, its coordinates are stored in G[i]. 9 If it is a nonseparating segment, the coordinates of its inner vertex v are stored in
G[i]
, and the indices of the records of G coveting the leftmost and tightmost cusp descendants of v. 9 There is a representation built of Vor(S) as a planar graph; some linkages are needed between the (S, M)-ftinge and Vor(S): to each beachline cusp, a pointer to an edge of Vor(S) which meets it (6.3).
7.1. Recall (2.15) that if s is a beachline segment owned by a site p, then As is that part of the Voronoi cell owned by p to the tight of s. For this section only we make the notation more explicit: As e'L is that part of the cell of p in Vor(P) bounded by s and closer to L than to p. Recall also that when the contour vertices were computed, certain data were stored with the (P, L)-and (Q, L)-fringes (5.8). Suppose that a contour vertex x is where a (P, L)-fringe edge e crosses the contour. Suppose v is the fringe node (inner vertex or cusp) at which e begins; let sl and sz be the segments adjacent to leftmost and rightmost descendants of v, let f be the feature (cusp or segment) of the (P, L)-fringe owning v, and let s be the segment of the (Q, L)-fringe whose region contains x. Then the coordinates of x, and a link to s, are stored with f; and there are links between f, sl, and s2 (x is the lowest contour vertex meeting A~ 'L and the highest meeting Ae'Ls~ (5.8)).
The following arrays are available, or will be constructed:
9 An array A covering the (P, L)-fringe, with all data as required in 4.7 and 6.3, and also information related to contour vertices as described above. 9 An array B covering the (Q, L)-fringe, similar to A. 9 An array C coveting the (P, M)-fringe will be constructed from A. 9 An array D covering the (Q, M)-ftinge. 9 An array E covering the (Q, L)-ftinge edges which cross the contour, sorted according to the vertical order of the associated contour vertices. This is derived from B (Lemma 5.10).
A ruling F for the (S, M)-beachline. Recall that this is a sorted array of O (lSI/log(n))
horizontal lines, such that between any adjacent lines there are O (log(n)) beachline cusps. Here n refers to the size of the "global" problem, different from I SI, In Section 8 it will be shown how all necessary rulings can be precomputed. 9 From C and D an array covering the (S, M)-beachline cusps will be constructed, and then using F an array G covering the (S, M)-beachline will be constructed. The last step is to ensure that G has size O (I S I) uniformly for all sets S of sites processed. The necessary information (4.7, 6.3) will be installed in G.
REMARK 7.2. The problem of calculating the combined beachline may be dismissed as a matter of "merging" two beachlines together. Of course, merging, in the conventional sense, is heavily used in our algorithm, but since a single segment of the (P, M)-beachline could be split into many segments of the (S, M)-beachline, there are difficulties in allocating array space. Indeed, this is the main difficulty of our paper. Without careful treatment, it would lead to processor allocation problems. 
(i) Given an array A covering the (P, L )-fringe, an array C covering the (P, M)-fringe can be constructed in parallel time O(log log(n)). For every segment s' of the ( P, M)-beachline, there is a unique corresponding segment s of the ( P, L )-beachline. (ii) s and s I will be mutually accessible.
PROOF. First we explain what "corresponding segment" means. Every segment s' of the (P, M)-beachline is contained in a unique region A~ 'L (2.15) of the (P, L)-beachline; then s is the corresponding segment. See Figure 21 . Imagine a vertical line V sweeping from L to M, and consider how the (P, V)-beachline changes. The only event changing the beachline qualitatively is where a beachline segment disappears, being occluded by the two adjacent segments (the point at which it disappears is a vertex of Vor(P)). 22 As V moves, the segments sweep through beachline regions and are occasionally extinguished.
We say that a segment s of the (P, L)-beachline persists when its region A~ e, r. (2.15) intersects the (P, M)-beachline. The segment s' where it intersects is to the right of s in the same cell of Vor(P). The order of beachline segments is preserved: if Sl is above s2 in the (P, L)-beachline, then s' 1 is above s~ in the (P, M)-beachline. Therefore, if e' is an edg e of the (P, M)-fringe, and e is the edge of the (P, L)-fringe which contains it, then (Lemma 2.23) they both have the same orientation. An edge of the (P, L)-fringe persists if all or part of it is to the fight of the (P, M)-heachline.
The array C is initially just a copy of A, and processors are allocated to corresponding entries in both arrays. Then: (a) With one processor allocated to each (active) record in C, if the record covers a cusp (of the (P, L)-beachline), then that cusp is marked "absent"; if the record covers a nonseparating segment with internal vertex v, then it is first determined if v is on the 22 We omit a proof of this rather plausible fact. See [11] .
(P, M)-fringe by calculating its distance from M. Then it is marked "absent" if closer to P than to M, otherwise "present."
Next the processors determine which edges of the (P, L)-fringe intersect the (P, M)-beachline. We can assume that the parent--child relation on the (P, L)-fringe is stored in C (Lemma 4.9 ). An unbounded edge whose endpoint is marked absent must intersect the (P, M)-beachline. If a bounded edge (v, x) intersects the (P, M)-beachline, where x is the parent of v, then v must be absent and x present, since the orientation of the edge must be away from the beachline in both fringes.
Thus if a (P, L)-beachline edge oriented away from a vertex v intersects the (P, M)-beachline, the intersection point v' can be calculated by a processor assigned to v, and stored in the same record of C as v (v can be a cusp or an internal vertex). At this time also, the link required by (6.3), from v' to the edge of Vor(P) containing it, can be installed, since that edge is accessible through v. Thus the cusps of the (P, M)-beachline are calculated and stored.
(b) With v and v r as above, let u and w be the extremal descendant cusps of v in the (P, L)-fringe, bounding beachline segments sl from below and s2 from above, say. Then all of the (P, L)-beachline between u and w is "occluded," and the regions A~ ,L and A~ ,L (2.15) intersect the new beachline in segments s' l and s~ with the cusp v' in common. In this way s~ are recognized as segments which persist in the (P, M)-beachline. A processor assigned to v can attach this information to sl and s2, and provide pointer links between them. See Figure 21 . Applying Lemma 3.4, all the occluded parts of the beachline can be mapped to the closest nonoccluded parts in time O (log log(n)). Suppose that the occluded part of the beachline between segments sl and s2 is covered by the subinterval i 9 9 9 k of C. This part of C should now cover just the single cusp v'.
(c) To set up information as described in 4.7, the processors attached to the interval i .. 9 k write the range i .. 9 k in each array entry, and the coordinates of v' into the leftmost entry. When this is done, the effect on those entries of C which covered si is that they now cover s~ (i = 1, 2).
In general, ifs is a persistent segment and s r the corresponding segment of the (P, M)-beachline, they are covered by exactly the same records of C. Therefore the connection between corresponding segments is trivial: they are covered by corresponding records in A and C, proving (ii).
Also, because edge orientations are the same in the (P, L)-and (P, M)-fringes (2.23), corresponding segments have the same inner vertex (if any).
Suppose that v is this inner vertex. The only data which need to be changed are the leftmost and rightmost cusp descendants of v. However, this is easily done: suppose that u is the leftmost cusp descendant of v in the (P, L)-fringe. If j is the leftmost index covering u in A, C[j] now contains the interval i r : .. jr of records covering the cusp u' which replaces u. Similarly for the rightmost descendant. This finishes the proof of (i).
[] Now we have arrays covering the (P, M)-and (Q, M)-fringes.
REMARK. The rest of this section is mostly concerned with finding short access paths to various features of the (S, M)-fringe. Sometimes these are not described in full, or are left implicit: for example, if two arrays are merged together into one, it is assumed that from any record of the source arrays or target array the corresponding element in the other can be accessed directly. Again, some access paths can be inverted efficiently. For example, there are links from both the (Q, L)-and (Q, M)-fringes into Vor(Q) (6.3): since every edge in Vor(Q) intersects at most two edges in either fringe, by inverting the access relations in parallel we can assume that from any fringe edge the others can be quickly accessed.
LEMMA 7.4. Suppose that sl and s2 are adjacent segments on the (S, M)-beachline, with sl above and s2 below their common cusp c, the segments being owned by sites p and q, respectively. If p is to the left of q, then c is the highest cusp for q, otherwise it is the lowest cusp for p.
PROOF. Imagine that p and q are the only sites. If p is left of q, then q is closer to M and the beachline consists of three segments, the outer two owned by p and the bounded segment owned by q. Let R be the parabola (with focus q) containing the bounded segment. Any point above c on R is closer to p than to q, hence cannot be on the beachtine, whether or not p and q are the only sites; hence c is the highest beachline cusp owned by q. 
(i) If g E P (resp. Q), then this segment is contained in a segment r of the (P, M)-(resp. (Q, M)-) beachline. (ii) If g E Q, then r contains no other segment of the (S, M)-beachline. 23
PROOF. (i) Without loss of generality, g ~ P. Let U be the set of all points on the (P, M)-beachline as close to g as to any other site in P: U is the disjoint union of ati segments owned by g on the (P, M)-beachline. Any point v on s is equidistant from g and M, and as close to g as to any other site in S, hence as close as to any other site in P. Thus s _ U. Since s is connected, it is contained in one of the connected components of U, which is a (P, M)-beachline segment r.
(ii) Suppose that g 6 Q. The upper end of s is either that of r, or it is a point on the (P, Q)-contour, and by the above lemma it is the highest beachline cusp owned by g: thus r contains no segment above s on the Combined beachline. Similarly for the lower end. [] 23 In contrast, a segment of the (P, M)-beachline can be split into many segments of the (S, M)-beachline.
Thus every segment of the (S, M)-beachline, if it is owned by a site from Q, is contained in a unique segment of the (Q, M)-beachline. The same cannot be said for sites from P, and we use another method to identify such segments. PROOE First locate each (P, M)-beachline cusp in the (Q, M)-beachline segment level with that cusp. This can be done, say, by forming copies of C and D, redirecting entries covering segments to cover adjacent cusps, and merging the two arrays together. Once this is done, a cusp u on one beachline can be marked "present" or "absent" according to whether it is to the right or left of the segment s of the other beachline whose endpoints span u.
The remaining (S, M)-beachline cusps can be calculated in O(1) parallel time as follows. Let c be a cusp (yet to be computed) where a segment sl of the (P, M)-beachline intersects a segment s2 of the (Q, M)-beachline. Without loss of generality, above c, Sl is to the right of s2, and below c, and sufficiently close to c, the converse holds. This implies that near c the (S, M)-beachline is contained in sl above c and in s2 below c, and c is a cusp. See Figure 22 . Now c will be the highest cusp owned by the site q owning s2 in the combined beachline: therefore the upper endpoint of s2 will have been marked "absent."
A processor assigned to s2 or sl can calculate the one or two points where s2 can intersect st. Figure 22 illustrates the idea: calculate the intersection points of the two parabolas containing st and s2; if an intersection point is within the vertical span of sl and s2, then it is a contour cusp (for example, in Figure 22 , c is a contour cusp, because directly above c the beachline is owned by p 6 P and directly below c by q E Q). The new contour cusp or cusps, if they exist, can be stored as the cusps bounding the "new" version of $2, i.e., that part of s2 remaining in the (S, M)-beachline.
The beachline description is next written t ~ an array G of size O (IS[).
It is here that we use a precomputed "ruling" array for the (S, M)-beachline. This is in order to compress the array G to a manageable size. Otherwise, the crude way to construct G would be to double the size of D before merging, then G would have enough room to store both cusps and segments. The effect of this, over several levels of recursion, is to increase the size requirement, and hence increase the processor requirement, to S2 (n t~ .24 AS noted previously, this was one of the main difficulties of our paper. In the earlier version [9] , not just a ruling for the beachline but the full beachline was precomputed, with n log(n) processors overall (CREW).
LEMMA 7.7. Let C and D be arrays covering the (P, M)-and (Q, M)-beachlines, and let F be a ruling for the ( S, M)-beachline. Having identified the contour cusps, an
24 Solution to the recurrence F(2k) = 3F(k).
array G covering the (S, M)-beachline can be calculated in parallel time 0 (log log(n)) ( cR cw).
PROOF. A cusp of the (S, M)-beachline is either a contour cusp or a cusp of the (P, M)-or (Q, M)-beachline marked "present" as described in the previous lemma.
We suppose that a modified copy D' of D has been created, covering the contour cusps and cusps of the (Q, M)-beachline. In D' the records storing the closest adjacent contour cusps can be identified in O(loglog(n)) parallel time (CRCW) by forward chaining (Lemma 3. 7) .
Let an array G of size O (I S I) be prepared, subdivided into blocks of size O (log (n)); each block sufficiently large to cover all of the beachline between two adjacent lines of the ruling. Let the beachline cusp of rank i in its strip be copied into location 2i of the corresponding block; so the cusp records will be in alternate locations of G. There is room to store the segment records between them; and unused records at the end of a block can be redirected to cover the last segment in the block.
[] 7.8. Next we install in G information about the (S, M)-fringe, as described in 4.7 and 6.3. The first required data, namely, for every index j the interval i 9 9 k of G covering the feature covered by G [j] , is trivial to compute and install The coordinates of cusps will have been installed in G, and also, of course, the sites owning the various segments in the beachline.
LEMMA 7.9. The segments in the (S, M)-beachline can be classified as "separating" (2.18) or "nonseparating" in O(log log(n)) time. Links from H(S) to the separating segments can be determined also.
PROOF. The separating rays can be calculated from H(S) and M in bounded parallel time, and listed in sorted order (the sorted order derived from H (S)). By merging with G, the separating segments can be determined. Obviously in determining these separating segments, the appropriate links between H(S) and the beachline are determined. [] 7.10. Recall (Corollary 2.23) that given a point v on an edge of the (S, M)-fringe, with adjacent sites Pl and P3, the edge is oriented so that the beachline segment owned by the site on the left (pl, say), is above the segment owned by the other site. If v is a Voronoi (fringe) vertex, then the edge orientations at v are determined by the order of the three beachline segments whose regions meet at v. We assume that the three sites Pi are ordered so the segments are in descending order along the beachline, that owned by pl highest and P3 lowest; then v is the inner vertex owned by the middle segment. The sites Pl, P2, P3 will be implicitly associated with v, with an implicit ordering, for the rest of this section. We classify the (S, M)-fringe vertices as P P P, P P Q ..... Q Q Q, according to which sets contain the corresponding sites; so, for example, if pl, P2 c P and P3 E Q, then the vertex is of type PPQ. Vertices of type PPP are to the left of the contour, those of type Q Q Q are to the right of the contour, and the others are on the contour.
We next show how to match every nonseparating segment with its inner vertex. There are eight types of vertex to be considered; five are relatively straightforward and are considered first.
LEMMA 7.11. Let v be an (S, M)-fringe vertex owned by a segment s2. If v is of type P P P, P Q P (actually impossible), Q Q Q, P P Q, or Q P P, then it can be associated with s2 through linkages already present.
PROOF. Let sl, s2, s3 be the (S, M)-beachline segments whose regions meet at v, given in descending order, so si is owned by Pi. We deal with the five possible cases, based on the type of v.
Case 1: v of type P P P. The line-segments vpl and vp3 meet the (S, M)-beachline in Sl and s3, respectively; from Lemmas 2.13 and 2.22, all of the (S, M)-fringe between the beachline and these line-segments is to the left of the contour, so all of the (S, M)-beachline between sl and s3 is owned by sites from P, so v is associated with s2 through the (P, M)-fringe (s2 is a segment of the (P, M)-beachline).
Case 2: v of type P Q P. By the reasoning given for Case 1, this is impossible (s2 would be to the left of the contour). Case 4: v of type P P Q. By the same reasoning as for Case 1, the beachline between sl and s2 is owned by sites from P, and hence the cusp bounding s2 from above is on the (P, M)-fringe. Hence s2 can be accessed through the (P, M)-fringe. Let s be the corresponding segment of the (P, L)-fringe. Then v is the highest contour vertex meeting the region A~ 'L (Lemma 2.27(ii)); this was associated with s2 when calculating the contour (5.8), and hence can be accessed through s2.
Case 5: v of type QPP. This is a symmetric variant of Case 4.
[] 7.12. We turn to vertices of type Q P Q, P Q Q, and Q Q P. Recall that we are given an array E covering all (Q, L)-fringe edges which meet the contour (at contour vertices of one of these three types, of course), in the order in which the vertices occur on the contour. PROOE Let J be an interval of the contour to the right of the (S, M)-beachline. By definition of the contour, the region enclosed between J and the beachline is entirely owned by sites from P. Thus, between the endpoints of J, the (S, M)-beachline coincides with the (P, M)-beachline. See Figure 23 : the illustrated interval to the right of the beachline includes vertices vl to v4.
Consider two contour vertices on J, of type Q P Q, P Q Q, or Q Q P, and consecutive in vertical order (though perhaps separated by contour vertices of another type).
If there are no intermediate contour vertices, for example, with vl and v2 in the figure, then the vertices are both closest to the same site p in P. The points v' 1 and v' are both on the parabola with focus p and directrix M, and, because the direction from vl to v2 is clockwise around p, the direction from v' 1 to v~ is also clockwise around p, and therefore v' 1 is above v~.
By a nearly identical argument, the point v~l is below the upper endpoint of J, and v~ is above the lower endpoint of J.
If there are intermediate contour vertices, for example, with v2 and v3 in the figure, we suppose for simplicity that there is exactly one, as with v2 and v3. By Lemma 2.27(iii), the segment containing v~ is above that containing v~, so v~ is above v~.
In the more general case, where there are several attachments between v2 and v3, say, the beachline features owning them are in sorted order along the beachline (Lemma 2.27(ii)) and again using part (iii) of the lemma it can be argued that v~ is above all these features and v~ below them.
Therefore our argument applies to the whole interval J, and the endpoints of J (6.3) . Each edge of Vor(Q) contains at most two edges on each of these fringes; it is easy to invert these linkages in parallel, so we can assume that from any edge of the (Q, M)-fringe all of the other fringe edges (at most three) contained in the same edge of Vor(Q) can be accessed.
It remains to handle the P Q Q and Q Q P vertices (Cases 7 and 8). The following simple result is used in Lemma 7.17. It says, intuitively, that if two convex curves bend in opposite directions, then they intersect at most twice. PROOE Let i and j be two points of intersection of L and R, with i higher than j, let H be the line through i and j, and let a be a point above i and to the right of the line H. Claim that a does not belong to A: for otherwise, take another point b left of H at the same height as a, so b belongs to the set A by definition; therefore the triangle abj, whose comers belong to A, is contained in A and therefore i, being interior to this triangle, is interior to A, which it is not. Therefore either I intersects the (Q, M)-beachline at a contour cusp c below $2, or it has a lower endpoint w to the right of the (Q, M)-beachline. In the first case, c is the rightmost descendant of v, and it is the closest contour cusp below s2, hence accessible; otherwise, w exists and is a vertex of type Q P Q. Let e be the (Q, M)-fringe edge meeting w; it is accessible through Vor(Q) and the (Q, L)-fringe. Then s; is the segment whose region meets e from the right, and hence is accessible.
Case 5. This case is similar.
Case 6: type Q P Q. Let e be the (Q, M)-fringe edge containing v; it can be accessed through the (Q, L)-fringe. Let s' 1 and s; be the (Q, M)-beachline segments owning the regions on either side of e; they contain unique segments si of the (S, M)-fringe, and the cusp descendants sought are endpoints of these latter segments.
Case 7: type P Q Q. The rightmost descendant can be accessed as in Case 3. For the leftmost descendant, the (S, M)-beachline segment Sl meeting it can be accessed through E using a sample point on sl, just as when calculating inner vertices, Case 6 (Corollary 7.14).
In other words, suppose that v is the vertex of type P Q Q, and p is the site from P closest to v. Then the line-segment pv intersects the (P, M) beachline in a unique point v'; all these "sample points" v' were already calculated for the purposes of Corollary 7.14; by merging with the (S, M)-beachline, the segment Sl containing v' can be identified. Here n is the number of sites in the global problem, and in general the number of sites in P will be less than n.
8.1. We can assume that P is available in both horizontal and vertical sorted order. The first is available since P is just a block of contiguous sites from the horizontally sorted array of sites, the second can be constructed in O (log(n) log log(n)) time, say, for all blocks P of contiguous sites involved in the recursive construction of the diagram, by recursive application of Valiant's merging procedure [27] to sort the global set of sites in vertical order. Let m = I P I/log(n). There are m processors, and the plane is divided into m horizontal strips, where each strip contains log(n) sites from P. The ruling for the beachline will be calculated using a vertical recursive partition of P under the control of a balanced interval tree I whose leaves cover the strips. The tree can have its nodes indexed from 1 to 2m -1, say, following the classical indexing of a heap. Thus each slab (i.e., union of contiguous strips) in the recursive partitioning corresponds to a node of this tree and a number in the range l to 2m -1. See Figure 26 . 8.3. We consider a single strip bounded between two lines A and B. Let W be the sites in the strip, and Wa and Wb the sites above and below the strip, respectively. That part of the (P, L)-beachline between A and B is formed from the beachline for W, the lower.end for Wa and the upper end for Wb. Our goal in this section is to provide partial information about the ends of Wa and Wb, from which the ruling can be calculated. We do not compute the ends exactly, since that would be difficult to perform efficiently for all m strips. [] Consider a fixed strip W. To assess the contribution of the lower end of Wa to the beachline within W, we compute for every left-sibling slab U the restriction of its lower end to the vertical interval covered by its fight sibling V. Having done this, we shall be able to calculate all cusps contributed by left-sibling slabs to the vertical interval spanned by the strip W. This provides an estimate of the number of cusps contributed by ~ to the strip; similarly for the upper end of Wb.
The remainder of this section proceeds as follows:
(i) After some simple observations about the shape of the upper and lower ends, it gives an optimal parallel algorithm constructing the ends of a horizontally sorted set U of sites. Then the construction: (ii) Generates a sequence of pairs (J, p), where J indexes a fight-sibling slab V, and p is a site in its left sibling U, which possibly owns 25 a segment of the lower end of U in the vertical interval spanned by V: this sequence is sorted according to the horizontal ordering of sites p. (iii) Reorders this sequence by stable integer sorting, so for each right-sibling slab indexed J there is a horizontally sorted sequence of the pairs (J, p). (iv) Thus computes for each left-sibling slab the portion of its lower end in the vertical span of its fight sibling V. (v) Reorganizes this information and calculates the ruling. 25 The criterion for generating the pair (J, p) is based on the horizontal position of p in the slab U.
The task would be much simpler if all the slabs were available in horizontally sorted order. However, the slabs are not disjoint, and their total size is about m log(m) log(n) = ]PI log(m). Thus we do not attempt to produce them all in sorted order with just m processors.
Step (ii) is intended to reduce the data to a rr/anageable quantity (O (t PI) (ii) In time O(log(n)) with IUl/log(n) processors.
PROOF. See Figure 28 . (i) Divide-and-conquer based on the horizontal subdivision is applied. We consider only the lower end for U. This is built by a recursive combination procedure, whose recursive step involves taking subsets U1 and U2 (vertical sections U U21) ) is a straightforward split-and-join operation [26] . The recursion implicit in this is:
(ii) (a) We first show how to do this with [U[ processors in the stated time. As in (i), the recursive step involves subsets UI and U2 of U, where U1 is left of U2; their lower ends are E1 and E2, respectively. With I U1 U U2I processors the point c where the ends cross can be calculated in O(1) parallel time. This time the ends El and E2 are just stored in arrays. For simplicity suppose [El I = I E21 = r.
First check whether c exists by verifying that El is to the left of E2 at B. Suppose that y is a cusp of El. With ~ processors the two adjacent cusps Yl and y2 of E2 bracketing y can be located in O(1) time, by the usual method of first sampling every 47th cusp to reduce the interval bracketing y to size ~/7, and then inspecting every cusp in the interval. Then it can be checked whether E1 is to the left or the right of E2 at y, in which case y is above (resp. below) c.
Thus with r processors a subinterval of El containing c, with 4~-cusps, can be identified. Applying the processors to all cusps in the subinterval, two adjacent cusps of E1 bracketing c can be isolated. Then two adjacent cusps of E2 bracketing c can be isolated, and c can then be calculated immediately. This is just another application of 47 divide-and-conquer to a location problem, as in Section 4.
(b) To obtain an optimal parallel algorithm we apply a mixed strategy which imitates [28] . Again the recursive problem is to calculate the point c where two ends E1 and E2, from sets U1 and U2 of sites, cross.
The algorithm begins by separating U into vertical slabs of size log(n), assigning one processor to each slab, and calculating its end in O (log(n)) serial time by (i). When each processor has calculated the lower end of the slab assigned to it, it stores the result in sorted order in a balanced tree.
These ends are recursively combined using two strategies, an "early" and a "late" strategy. The late strategy is adopted once the subsets Ul and U2 reach a threshold size u. We calculate u later.
In the early stages, the ends are stored in balanced trees, as in (i). Given the ends for two adjacent slabs stored in balanced trees, a single processor calculates the end for the combined slab in O (log 2 (u)) serial time as in (i). Since the early stage lasts until the threshold size u is reached, the overall parallel time taken by the early stages is O (log 3 (u)).
These balanced trees can have stored at each node the number of descendants that node has; with this information a single processor can access a cusp of given rank (in the end E represented in the tree) in O(log(u)) time. In the late stages, the ends are reorganized into an array representation. We discuss later how to convert from the early to the late representation.
Let Ut and U2 be as before, with corresponding ends Ei; we want to calculate the point c (if any) where the lower ends cross. The lower end E1 (and similarly E2) is stored in a two-tier array. Let m l = I U1 l/log(n); E1 is divided into at most 2m t -1 groups each of size at most log(n). The threshold size u will be chosen to ensure that m 1 > log(n). The cusps bounding the groups are stored in one array; the cusps within the groups are stored in ml arrays each of size at most log(n).
To calculate the lower end of U1 U Uz, using, say, 2ml processors, first allocate processors to each 24~-m-Tth cusp y of the < 2ml cusps bounding a group of cusps of El. Taking a cusp bounding every 2vc~-~l th group of E2, y is bracketed to within ~ groups of cusps; repeating the process, y is bracketed to a group; repeating this at most twice more (since m ~ > log(n)), y is bracketed to a segment of E2, and hence it is determined whether y is above or below c. Repeating this process three more times c is bracketed to a segment of El; c is similarly bracketed to a segment of E2. Then c can be calculated immediately.
The lower end E of U1 k/U2 is composed of all cusps in E~ below c, then c, then all cusps in E2 above c (assuming U1 is to the left of Uz). This is a sequence of (at most 2ml -1) groups from El, followed by a group containing c alone, followed by a sequence of groups from E2. This results in at most 4m 1 -1 groups, as desired.
Each stage of the late strategy takes O (1) time, and there are log(tUI/u) of them; hence the late stages take O(log(n)) time. The early stages take O(log3(u)) time. The only requirement is that 2ml > log(n), as mentioned above; this means 2u/log(n) > log(n), i.e., u = log2(n)/2. Then log3(u) is O(log(n)).
It remains to see how to convert from a balanced tree of size u to a two-tier array representation, using u/log(n) processors. Using the descendant count information stored at each node, for 1 < i < u/log(n), an assigned processor can locate the cusp of rank i log(n) in the tree. These cusps form the group boundaries and can be written directly to an array using all available processors. Each processor can then traverse a group of log(n) adjacent cusps stored in the tree; to traverse a group ofk adjacent cusps, and write them into an array, can be accomplished in O (k + h) sequential time, where h is the tree height. With k = log(n) the time is O(log(n)).
[] 8.7. We next see how to construct a list of pairs (J, p), where J indexes a right-sibling slab V, with left sibling U directly above it, and p is a site in U possibly contributing a segment to the lower end within the vertical range of V. In other words, either p owns no segment on the lower end of U, or it has and it intersects the vertical range of V. PROOE There is one processor attached to each strip s of P. For each ancestor U of s which is a left sibling, say its right sibling V has index J; the processor creates a pair (J, p) for each site p possibly contributing a lower-end segment to V. The processor allocated to strip s first sorts all sites in s in horizontal order, in serial time O(log(n)log log(n)). (This is the bottleneck--the rest is O (log(n)) parallel time.) R. Cole, M. T. Goodrich, and C. 6 Dt~ntaing The processors next construct the upper and lower ends for the strips. A processor assigned to strip s inspects all slabs corresponding to its ancestors in the interval-tree I, traversing the tree from bottom to top. It generates a list of all slabs V which are right siblings of its ancestors in I, in bottom-up order: therefore the slabs V are visited in descending vertical order. By essentially a merging process, it locates the cusps of the lower end ors in these slabs in linear time (O(log(m) + log(n)) = O(log(n))), and for each site p and slab V where p owns a segment intersecting V, the processor creates a pair (J, p), where J is the index (1 to 2m -1) of V in I, and attaches it to a list. Since the processor takes O(log(n)) time, it creates O (log(n)) pairs (J, p). Therefore there are O(m log(n)) = O(IPI) such pairs created altogether.
For each site p visited it counts the number c(p) of such pairs (J, p), and writes it in a record attached to p.
With a single parallel prefix eomputation, the partial sums of the c(p), added according to horizontal order of sites p, can be calculated in O (log(n)) time with m processors (3.7).
As noted above, the sum ~ c(p) is O(IPI). An array C of this size can be created to hold the pairs (J, p), and each site p allotted an interval [i-.. j] of length c(p) in this array, based on the prefix-sum calculation.
The list of pairs (J, p) can be written into the correct interval C [i 9 9 9 j ] by the processor which created the c(p) pairs. The array C contains the pairs in the order desired. [] The array C can be sorted on the first index J by stable integer sorting in time O (log(n)log log(n)), using m processors (CRCW) (Proposition 3.6). PROOF. Let J be the index of a typical slab V. The subsequence U' is represented by a horizontally sorted block of pairs (J, p) in C, so the calculation of Lemma 8.6 can be executed.
[] Of course, all the constructions described so far apply to calculating the relevant upper ends as well. LEMMA 8.10. Given the relevant parts of the upper and lower ends for all the slabs of the vertical partition of P, and using m processors, it is possible to calculate in O (log(n) log log(n)) time the merged list of all cusps of all these upper and lower ends.
PROOF. Consider a pair U and V of sibling slabs, U the left sibling, so it is directly above V. There were }U t }/log(n) processors assigned to calculate that part of the lower end of U within the span of V, where U' was the subset of sites in the slab which could have owned segments of the lower end within this span. Also, the lower end E contains O(}U'[) segments and cusps.
One can arrange to merge the cusps of E with the v = 1 + IV I/log(n) strip-boundaries in V using (}U't + v)/log(n) processors for all such pairs of slabs simultaneously. The time taken is O (log(n) log log(n)) using Valiant's merge algorithm [27] , slowed down by a factor of log(n) to reuse the processors available.
This associates with each strip s in V the sorted list of cusps contributed to s by U; also, the number c(U, s) of cusps in this list. Similarly, with each strip s in U the list of cusps contributed to s by the upper end of V can be calculated; also, the number c(V, s) of cusps in the list. These numbers can be written into an array of size 2 log(m) x m, and with one processor per strip s the total number c(s) of cusps contributed to the strip s from O(log(m)) slabs above and below it can be calculated.
The sum of all these numbers c(s) is O (IPI) (linear in the total number of pairs (J, p) described above). By applying parallel prefix, for each strip s a block of size 2c(s) can be reserved in an array, and the various lists contributing to the strip can be stored together in the first half of the block. The second half will be used as temporary storage for merging.
For each strip s, we then want to merge together about 2 log(m) lists: we iterate Valiant's algorithm, as follows. For each strip s, c(s)/log(n) processors can be assigned to merge together all the 2 log(m) lists of cusps contributing to the strip s. A single merge step can be executed in time O(log log(c(s)) using c(s)/log log(c(s)) processors by Valiant's merge procedure, with optimized processor usage [ 1 8] ; hence in time O(log(n)) with the available number of processors. 26 Iterating over the O(log log(n)) phases the overall runtime is O(log(n)log log(n)). Ultimately we obtain the sorted list of cusps for each strip.
[] DEFINITION 8.1 1. The ruling D of the beachline consists of the m strip boundaries, together with, for each strip containing more than log(n) cusps, a horizontal line through every log(n)th cusp. PROOF. Let t be the strip between two adjacent lines in the ruling. It is entirely conmined in a strip s containing log(n) adjacent sites of P. The sites above s, Ua, say, have been extracted from about log(m) disjoint slabs, and the total number of beachline cusps contributed to t by these slabs is O(log(n)). Therefore the total number ofbeachline segments contributed from above is O (log(n)). Now, because the interaction between different slabs has been lost, not all the cusps counted in t need figure in the (P, L)-beachline, and there may be other beachline cusps within t. However, the number of sites in Ua contributing segments to the strip t is likewise O (log(n)). Likewise, the number of sites below s contributing beachline segments to t is O (19g(n) ).
Hence the beachline between two adjacent lines of the ruling comes from O(log(n)) sites and has size O(log(n)).
[] 26 Valiant's algorithm is not essential here; any logarithmic time, linear work algorithm will suffice.
9. Comments and Open Problems. At time of writing we believe this to be the best deterministic parallel algorithm. Obviously, one aspires to an O (log(n)) time, nprocessor algorithm. The methods of this paper do not seem capable of such an improvement. Fractional cascading [3] is the most obvious direction to seek such an improvement; but fractional cascading is generally about pipelined merging with successively larger samples. As remarked in paragraph 7.2, the business of combining fringes is related to merging but much more complicated; we thus find difficulties with fractional cascading. Sampling is indeed exploited in this paper; Section 8 is about constructing a sample (a "ruling" for the beachline); but it is used just once rather than pipelined, and it is constructed by CRCW methods unconnected with fractional cascading.
A lesser goal is to make the overall work optimal, using, say, n/log log(n) processors. The last section in this paper, in which we show how to construct the beachline rulings, uses some processor-optimized parallel techniques, so it is not obvious how to apply these techniques with n/log log(n) processors.
Perhaps the methods of the last section could be sharpened to produce all beachlines in advance, with the same time and processor bounds. This might streamline other parts of the paper.
A significant note also is the essential way we exploit the CRCW architecture in the construction of the rulings for which "forward chaining" and integer sorting are employed [6] . These are ~2 (log(n)) operations in the CREW architecture [12] , [13] .
The only other place where the CRCW property is required is in Lemma 7.7, where we used forward chaining to solve the following problem. Given two sorted arrays X and Y, suppose that some entries in these arrays are marked ~ some "present"; we want to merge the "present" entries from each array together, without compressing the arrays. The trick we use is aliasing (broadcasting), identifying the "absent" entries with nearby "present" entries; forward chaining enables this aliasing. Perhaps further geometric analysis would lead to an alternative aliasing scheme, and the CRCW requirement would be confined to Section 8.
It remains to be seen whether, and how, these time and processor bounds can be achieved in the CREW architecture.
One last point is that many of the results about the fringe data-structure derive from the Jordan Curve theorem [16] , [21 ] , and perhaps this could be generalized, for example, to the Voronoi diagram for line-segments [15] .
